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AGENDA


Call the meeting to order



Light the chalice



Developmental Ministry Report



President’s Report



Religious Education (RE) Report



Updates









Finance Council



Stewardship Team



Windows & Aesthetics Teams



Good Neighbors

VOTE ITEM: Nominating Committee Members


Barb Gay



Geoff Johnson



Robyn Miessler-Kubanek



Lu Wilcox

VOTE ITEM: New Board of Trustees Members


Jude Johnson



Kathy Juba



David Miessler-Kubanek

VOTE ITEM: Board of Trustees President


Kathleen Mavity



Other Business for the good of the church



Closing Words



Adjourn
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MINISTER’S REPORT
Developmental Minister—Rev. Rebecca Hinds
My second year here at Peoples Church has been a real joy. I continue to be honored and delighted
to serve such a caring and compassionate spiritual community. Perhaps the biggest joy of the year was
witnessing the congregation approve a new mission at the December 2017 Congregational Meeting. This
new mission and renewed sense of identity and purpose has infused Peoples Church with life and energy.
We are healthy, focused, growing, and finding ourselves at home on Gordon Avenue.
My ministry this year has been largely focused on worship and spiritual growth. I worked closely
with the Worship Associates to consistently craft meaningful worship around monthly themes. I hired David
Wise as our Acting Director of Religious Education. At my direction David put together a Religious
Education Task Force to take a look at national RE trends. I am looking forward to hearing their findings and
recommendations on how we can continue to offer high-quality Religious Education in the 21st century! I
trained 5 small group leaders and started a Small Group Ministry program we are calling Home Church. I
initiated the start up of Shared Spirits, a pub theology group, which is now successfully run by Robyn
Miessler-Kubanek. Finally, I supported the Aesthetics and Windows teams as they worked to design a more
beautiful sanctuary and develop a plan to install our Stained Glass windows. This project is poised to begin.
In order to fund it we will be starting a capital campaign soon. I will be looking for volunteers to help me
with this campaign in the coming months!
In addition to the above I have been extremely focused on our five Developmental Ministry Goals
this year. Here are my thoughts on each of them:
1. Governance
a. The first step towards developing a sound governance structure is to answer the question
“WHY?” with a clear Mission.
i. In May of 2017 the Board appointed a Mission Team (Scott Gay, David Miessler-Kubanek,
Arianne Waseen, and myself) to help the congregation answer this question and craft a
renewed mission.
ii. The congregation voted to approve our new Core Values and Mission at the December
2017 Annual Meeting.
b. The next step in our governance work will be to create Ends Statements.
i. End Statements answer the question, “What difference are we going to make, for whom,
and at what cost or priority?” They cast a vision for the future, direct everyone towards
common goals, and guide decisions on how to use resources.
c. Once we are clear on our Values, Mission, and End Statements, the Board will begin writing
governance policies that will allow us to embody, support, and live into them. By this time next
year I hope to have much of this work done!
2. Financial Stewardship
a. Pledges have increased!
i. In the last three years our Pledges have grown by 16.5% percent.
ii. When I arrived in 2016 the projected budget deficit for that year was $17,365. With
pledges increasing in subsequent years we have been making steady progress towards
closing this gap. Our goal for 2019 is to have a balanced budget.
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b. New ideas for the 2019 Stewardship Campaign
i. We are going to try using an individualized approach, encouraging people to give their
“fair share” (a percentage of income) based on the fair-share giving guide designed by
the UUA.
c. Increase in Endowment Health and Giving
i. Set up the Peoples Church Music and Worship Fund with the Greater Cedar Rapids
Community Foundation. This fund has attracted many generous gifts and is now valued
at around $43,000.
ii. Our Endowment with the UUA has also grown significantly due to a healthy market and
many generous donations. Since I arrived it has grown by $95,000 to its current value of
$693,000 (as of March 2018).
3. Membership Growth
a. I offered 3 New Member Classes this year.
b. We welcomed 19 new members to Peoples Church since last May 2017, for a total of 32 new
members since I arrived in 2016.
c. The Membership Team has grown to 6 members and is doing a good job of welcoming and
integrating new members.
4. Communication
a. With Cathy Fischer in the church office as our Church Operations Coordinator many of our
communication issues have been resolved.
i. Cathy keeps track of the church calendar and announcements and designs and
distributes the eWeekly and the Voice.
b. Cathy has also facilitated the transition to REALM, our new church database.
i. With REALM Peoples People can stay better connected with one another by
communicating to groups.
ii. All we need is for everyone to sign up! This has been a little bit more difficult than we
imagined. The Membership Team has been working hard to support members in signing
up for REALM.
5. Outreach
a. With so much internal work going on at Peoples Church, I have not had much time to be out in
the community.
b. I am able to stay on the board of the Interreligious Council of Linn County and presented at the
Know Your Neighbor panel in March.
c. Jim Federer and Brenda McDole are representing PCUU on the Ecumenical Community Center
Board of Directors this year.
As the 2017-2018 church year winds down, I can honestly say I am satisfied with all we have
accomplished so far and excited to continue the work of this Developmental Ministry in the years to come.
Yours in faith,
Rev. Rebecca
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Robyn Miessler-Kubanek

We have a new mission!

What’s next?

We voted to adopt a new mission at our
December 2017 Congregational Meeting!

As part of the Mission Renewal process, we
identified our church’s core values: compassion,
spirituality, justice, and community. Our values
and mission together fill the first two “nested
bowls” of covenantal governance practice.

Mission Renewal emerged from our November
2016 Developmental Ministry Startup Event. We
realized we had many questions to answer in order
to create the vibrant, nurturing faith community we
seek. And we recognized we must base those
answers on a shared understanding of our church’s
purpose in the world.
THANK YOU to our fantastic Mission Renewal
Team and all the Peoples people who participated
in this important work. This required us to practice
finding common understanding among diverse
opinion, and provides insight into ways we can
bring our spiritual learning into the wider world.
Your Board of Trustees also continued work on our
Developmental Ministry goals this year by:


Reading and discussing Leading Change in the
Congregation by Gilbert Rendle to learn about
common questions and concerns in
congregational leadership.



Moving forward the stained glass window and
nursery revitalization facilities projects to
begin transforming our church building into
our church home.



Initiating the February 3 Mission in Action
Workshop to explore how we will integrate
our mission into the life of our community.



Beginning the process of developing a new
church governance structure as a way to
strengthen relationships and accountability
in our organization.

Next we will identify our ends. Ends explain how
we will implement our mission in our programs
and activities. Values explain why we do things;
mission explains what things we want to do; and
ends explain how we’ll do those things.
Once we know our desired ends, we can create
programs to serve those ends. And over time we
can also evaluate how well we’re achieving them.
The board will write our ends statements with
input from the congregation. So keep an eye out
for more information about how to participate in
this important work during the coming year.
Thank you for another amazing year in our
Developmental Ministry. I look forward to leading
compassionate lives through spiritual growth and
just action with all of you.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Acting Director of Religious Education—David Wise
As I write this report I look up and see the beautiful and calming waters of Lake Tahoe. They are so peaceful
and renewing. I am at a seminar with Rebecca on Worship Design. It is centered around making worship
meaningful and relevant. There are 8 different denominations represented here. It is fun to hear ideas from
the presenter and others about how to connect with and energize people around worship.
This is my first annual report to the congregation. It has been an interesting year for me as I returned to a
ministry setting. It has been rewarding getting to know the Peoples people. It has been even more rewarding
watching the children of the congregation as they have been engaged by the adults in Religious Education.
Whether it was talking about Fair Trade chocolate, moral decisions about babies in baskets on rivers, going
upstream to stop them from going in the river, or engaging around poetry of the past and writing new prose
the teachers reached out and touched the kids in meaningful ways this year. For that I am thankful!
We have had an excellent group of adults working with the kids this year. The adults rarely missed a Sunday.
When we have a small group of volunteers that is especially amazing and important. The adults have done a
great job.
One of the first tasks when I arrived was a remodeling of the nursery. It was essentially the same nursery as
when Peoples moved in a few years ago. A new floor was installed, old wallpaper removed and new paint truly
made a wonderful and amazing difference in the room!
There is some more updating to be done in the RE classes so watch the weekly and the Voice for information
on things to come!
Fund raising has been an issue of the past that caused some consternation as I understand. We have not
undertaken much in that area yet. We will be starting the SCRIP program very soon. The logistics have taken
longer than I would have liked. We also held a Trivia Night Fundraiser. The night made almost $350 in profit!!
It is a start to paying for the next Coming of Age trip. We will be doing more fund-raisers so make sure you
take part to help the youth of today as they prepare to be leaders of the church in the future.
We have had a Religious Education Task Force at work since January. They were tasked with developing ideas
and thoughts about the future of Religious Education here at Peoples. You will see their work in another
document. They worked hard, answered tough questions, engaged with the topic and have some great
recommendations.
On a personal basis I participated in some cluster conferences via video with other DRE’s from around the area.
I took part in the new DRE webinar. I also attended the Liberal Religious Educators Association Winter
Symposium in Dubuque. It was a fun three days meeting other DRE’s but also learning of solutions and ideas to
re-vitalize Religious Education. I am excited to be at the Worship Design Conference as well. Engaging people
in Religious Education and engaging people in vibrant worship is crucial to the future of the church. These are
exciting times for Peoples and I am thrilled to be a part of the journey.
I am fortunate to be part of a professional staff that gets along and works well together. It is refreshing to be
part of a team that cares about each other, cares about the work we do here and cares about the Peoples
people. I thank you the opportunity to be at Peoples and to help influence the education ministry here!
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OFFICE REPORT
Cathryn Fischer
Mission or Focus of Group: To coordinate the communication, facilities and daily office functions of
the Peoples Church.
Activities of Note:
 Created committee meeting minute binders, stored in office to check out and review
 Purchased new computer for office
 Converted database from Church Office Online to Realm
 Various facility updates were coordinated and completed:
 Lightbulbs replaced in sanctuary
 Light covers in kitchen replaced
 Double pew in Ely Room was repaired
 Updated Ethernet throughout the facility
 Ceiling fans in sanctuary were cleaned
 Emergency lights have been checked and serviced
 Piano was tuned
 Created new church calendar that syncs to the website
 Created new membership brochure
 Created/updated a variety of signs and materials
 Consolidated utility provided accounts and contact information
 Updated eWeekly and Voice to be more appealing and engaging
 Took over Sunday Greeter coordination
 Took over some website updating
 The church has hosted several events: Wedding, Memorial Services, Cracked Walnut, Concerts,
Vagina Monologues
 Fire alarms have been re-mapped and labeled
 New desk was purchased for church office
 Office has been repainted and reorganized
 New paper and office supply cabinet is being constructed.
Continuing Needs:
 eWeekly and Voice submissions on time
 Notification of contractors/projects occurring at the church set up by members
Other Comments:
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TREASURER’S REPORT
Gary McGraw
2017/2018 Active
Members

Bob Butikofer, Judy Price, Rich Patterson, Doug Ogle, Brenda Meshak,
Charles Cizio (Pledge Treasurer), Rev. Rebecca Hinds (ex-officio)

Mission or Focus of Group:
The Finance Committee is responsible for the financial activities of the church, including:
 Weekly accounting and deposit of Sunday collection and other income.
 Monthly review of bookkeeper reports, monitoring income and expenses and the church balance sheet,
including endowment activity, providing a monthly report to the Board of Trustees (BoT).
 Oversee investments with RBC Money Fund and monitor UU Common Endowment Fund (UUCEF) and
the Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation (GCRCF).
 Provide advice to BoT on financial matters.
 Develop church policies and practices for financial operations.
 Development of annual budget, including support to the Stewardship Council.
Activities of Note:
In 2017 we established two endowment funds with the GCRCF:
 Peoples Church Music and Worship Endowment Fund
 Peoples Church Music and Worship Friends Fund
These now total nearly $44k! Our total endowment balance is $730k and endowment proceeds are making
an increasing contribution to church income.
Our financial oversight has reduced our operating deficit to $6k in 2017, which is substantially reduced from
the past several years.
We are in the process of developing a “Narrative Budget” for 2019 to better align our planning to the Church
Mission.

Continuing Needs:
Additional people to help with the weekly deposit, join the committee, or participate in Stewardship
Campaign.
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AESTHETICS, DECOR & WINDOWS
Chair
2017/2018
Active Members

MISSION OF GROUP:

Acting Chair – Jo Wasta
Susan Davis, Jan Federer, Jim Federer, Ann Gruber, Bill Hart, Kathy Juba,
Bill Kilbourn, Marcy Mattison, Kathleen Mavity, Jerry Odygard, Judy Price,
Jim Wasta (Also attended: Clarice Krippner, Rev. Rosie Rimrodt, Rev
Rebecca Hinds)
Create a welcoming sense of awe and beauty,
where each element contributes
to a warm, harmonious
and unified design.

Focus: Aesthetics and Décor Team Phase One is the renewal of The Sanctuary to create an environment which
feels at home to members and welcoming to prospective members; and reflects Peoples values, and mission.
ACTIVITIES OF NOTE:
 At the request of the Board, the A&D and Windows Teams combined to propose a design to incorporate
the restored windows within an overall coordinated design for the sanctuary;
 Eight combined team meetings have taken place since August 2017;
 Conducted a feasibility study on a design whereby several contractors responded with estimated costs;
 Approval of this sanctuary design concept passed by the Board and congregation;
 Computer Aided Design drawings were secured with the proposed sanctuary windows design;
 City Building Plans Examiner contacted and determined that the drawings are sufficient to secure a permit;
 A color specialist met with the Teams, presenting sanctuary painting proposals for possible consideration;
 Hung and photographed to-scale chancel window templates to better visualize proportions:
CONTINUING NEEDS:
 Request for negotiated proposal (RFNCP) drafts are being refined to achieve negotiation for a guaranteed
maximum price contract (GMP) with a general contractor (GC);(see comments below)
 A list of potential GCs will be compiled, researched and evaluated for those most qualified.
 GCs selected will be contacted for an on-site interview and, if interested, given an RFNCP.
 Proposals received will be evaluated and a recommendation forwarded to People’s Board.
 Meetings will be held with the selected general contractor (GC) to detail the undefined
 construction methods in the RFNCP and to negotiate methods and related costs.
 A guaranteed maximum price contract will be agreed upon between the GC and Peoples.
OTHER COMMENTS: Regarding the RFNCP and Guaranteed Maximum Price Contract
It has not yet been possible for the Teams to define the construction methods of the design proposed, such as
the selection of most appropriate lighting or methods for installation of the lighting or the restored windows.
With these missing, a request for a competitive bid would require a contractor to include dollars to cover all
unforeseen construction issues that might arise.
This project is not so complex as to require an architect’s services. Thus, we are drafting a Request For
Negotiated Contract Proposal, where the selected GC agrees to negotiate with his/her sub-contractors and
Peoples to define all unknown construction methods and decide upon related costs.
At the conclusion of this negotiation process it will be possible to agree upon a Guaranteed Maximum Price
Contract. This adds a budgetary cost for the negotiation meetings process and, with a guaranteed maximum
contract, reduces potential during construction for unanticipated change orders or add-on upcharges.
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ARCHIVES
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Clarice Krippner et al.
Jan Federer, Bill Hart, Faye Glessner, Dorothy Hershner, Clarice
Krippner, Marcy Mattison, David Miessler-Kubanek, Bev Philpott,
Joye Winey

Mission or Focus of Group: Collecting, preserving and sharing the history of Peoples Church 1869-2018
Activities of Note:
 Preparation for printing of two display panels: one marking important events of each decade and one
highlighting important social justice movements Peoples participated in;
 Preparing a booklet of the timeline and supporting material to commemorate People’s 150th year
anniversary;
 Continued collection, sorting and organization of our history and our space;
 Serving as resource for information and artifacts seven times to staff and committees;
rd
 Placement of the plaque on the capstone from the 3 Avenue Building and repairing the damage of
recent vandalism to it;
 Completing a comprehensive index to A Hundred Years of Challenge;
 Created rules for indexing;
 Removed the Iowa Clergy Consultation Ledger from our archive and placed a redacted copy of it in
Peoples archive and in the files of Iowa Abortion Access Fund.
Continuing Needs:
 Funding to turn our history timeline content and supporting material into a booklet to commemorate
the 150th anniversary.
 Funding for office materials needed to store archive documents and artifacts.
 Tech expertise and equipment for the safe electronic storage of documents, oral history, photos etc.
 Continue receiving donations of historical documents and artifacts of Peoples Church.
Other Comments:
 Our history reveals how we have evolved in belief and practice and how we have attempted to assert a
positive influence on the world around us.
 In order for us to know who we are today, we need to have an understanding of who we have been.
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CHOIR
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Kathleen Mavity
Bryan Davis, Kris Davis, Emily Hoselton, Jude Johnson, Linda Levy,
Scott Mansfield, Sherri Martin, Kathleen Mavity, Lorrie Metcalf,
Robyn Miessler-Kubanek, Judy Price

Mission or Focus of Group: To celebrate through song all the sources of our Unitarian Universalist faith, to
have fun doing it, and to make worship services extra special through music.
Activities of Note:
 All our activities are of note; it’s music, after all.
 Beyond that, we’re doing more and more a capella songs (i.e., no instrumental accompaniment) and
more songs in foreign languages. Nobody has mutinied over the Spanish, Arabic, Zulu, or Swahili yet, so
that’s really good.
Continuing Needs:
 VOICES! We’re in the unusual position of having an abundance of altos (Woohoo), but could use more
sopranos and – especially – tenors and basses.
Other Comments:
If you read music only a little or not at all but have a decent ear, come join us anyway. You’ll have plenty of
company, and you’ll develop some new brain cells by picking up some new information over time.
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CUUPS
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Deborah Maynard
26

Mission or Focus of Group: We come together in peace and trust to support each other in our Earth-based
spiritual journey.
Activities of Note:
In May, the group started working on community outreach – assisting with various city-wide service
projects. On October 27, 2017 Pagan Peoples CUUPS had an entry in the first Cedar Rapids NewBo District
Czech Village Halloween Parade “Monsters of the Night.” We handed out nearly 300 flyers along the
parade route – showcasing our group and Peoples Church Unitarian Universalist.
On October 29, 2017 Pagan Peoples and the Religious Education Council hosted our 14 th Annual Chili Cookoff and Halloween Party. The group raised money for the church through the chili cook-off. The Religious
Education Council held their annual costume contest and the middle school haunted room. On Yule,
CUUPS held our third annual open circle, potluck dinner, and white elephant gift exchange.
Throughout the year, Pagan Peoples has held a monthly full moon ritual and eight holiday rituals –
celebrating the Wheel of the Year. These have been open to the public and the church community.
Through these rituals, our group has networked with various Pagan groups throughout Eastern Iowa
including the Cedar Rapids Pagan Group (CRPG), the Coe College Co-venant, and CUUPS groups from Des
Moines Coralville/Iowa City, and Burlington.
Continuing Needs:
The leader position of this group has not changed in 15 years – which is causing some burn-out. Therefore,
for the 2018 – 2019 year, the group will create a new council of leadership. Four positions will be created
which focus on 1) National CUUPS, 2) the Peoples Church community, 3) Earth-based classes for the
community, and 4) holiday/ full moon rituals. These positions will be brought to the group and members
will be elected to fill these rolls. This will help diversify the leadership and give more members an
opportunity to become leaders.
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GOOD NEIGHBORS
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Kathy Juba
Amy Bostwick, Kris Davis, Gina Molby

Mission or Focus of Group:
Good Neighbors provides church members with occasional help of the type that a “good neighbor” might
do. Services include supplying a meal, transporting to church or medical appointments, assistance with
moving, yard work, shoveling snow, light household repairs, house cleaning, pet sitting or other small, one
-time tasks.
Activities of Note:
In the past year, four church members/friends received assistance from nine Good Neighbors for a total of
approximately 35 acts of assistance. Most requests were for transportation. Approximately half of those
trips were to/from church services and the other half for errands. Other assistance was provided in the
forms of meals, dog walking, and furniture assembly.
Continuing Needs:
Good Neighbors is always looking for additional people to “lead compassionate lives” at Peoples by
volunteering to provide transportation, supply a meal, or perform any of the other Good Neighbor tasks
on an “as needed” basis. (Forms to sign up are always available outside the church office.)
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MEMBERSHIP
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Barb Gay
R C Eichacker, Sheryl Ochs, Cate Sheller, Marion Patterson,
Linda Levy, Kathleen Mavity (Board Representative)

Mission or Focus of Group:
Promote membership within the church community and the larger community as a whole; engage,
connect, and support new members; recognize contributions by members; find ways to connect the
interests of our members and the needs of our church.
Activities of Note:
 Initiated Second Week Summer Socials for June, July and August 2017. These monthly social outings
for the whole church membership included attending The Quire concert, Rock the Block at NewBo
Concert, and Jazz Under the Stars.
 Worked with church staff to create new membership brochure.
 Review membership policy for Board consideration.
 Created and maintained the “Who’s Who” bulletin board & scrapbook to highlight and celebrate
church members, especially new members. This included taking photos and collecting brief
biographical information at the new member classes.
 When the church office transitioned to a new online database called “Realm” we chose to work
toward creating an online directory over a paper directory. This is still in progress.
Continuing Needs:
 To become more visible in the congregation.
 We need input from the congregation about what we can do to support and enhance their
membership experience.
 We need to collaborate better with hospitality efforts.
 Clarify how our efforts support Developmental Ministry goals.
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MISSION
Chair

Scott Gay

2017/2018 Active
Members

David Miessler-Kubanak, Arianne Waseen, Rev. Rebecca

Mission or Focus of Group: Renew the mission of Peoples Church Unitarian Universalist.
Activities of Note:
MAY Discovering what transcendent,
OUR SHARED timeless qualities of Peoples
VALUES Church we will carry forward into
the future.





JUNE Imagining what we want Peoples
OUR VISION FOR Church to look like in 10 years,
THE FUTURE and sharing a vision for our
church’s future.



JULY/AUGUST Crafting a renewed Mission for
RENEWING OUR Peoples Church that clearly states
MISSION why we exist and what difference
we want to make in the world.



FALL
RENEWING OUR
MISSION
(continued)



Continuing to craft, test, and
revise. Communicating and
gathering feedback about the
draft mission.











DECEMBER Presenting draft mission to
CELEBRATING congregation.
OUR MISSION!

Mission Team activity sessions on April 30,
May 10, and May 18.
May worship services centered on our shared
values.
Congregation-wide survey.
“Peoples Church 2027” Visioning Party on
June 28.
June worship services focused on Vision.
Congregation-wide survey.
Reviewing and digesting the information
gathered about values and vision.
Worship services focused on mission.
Individual reflection.
Mission Team forums on Sept. 29, Oct. 8 &
12, and Nov. 5.
November worship services focused on
Renewal.
Congregation-wide survey.
Adopted at our Congregational Meeting on
December 3.

The congregation adopted the new mission by unanimous vote at our December 2017 meeting. We want to
thank everyone for all the time, energy, and ideas you gave to this important work.
Leading compassionate lives through spiritual growth and just action.
Continuing Needs:
Going forward, we ask everyone in the congregation to continue giving their time, energy, and ideas to the
work of enacting our mission. The Board of Trustees will be asking us to participate in activities and programs
intended to shape our faith community around the ideals our mission expresses. We all must take part in this
work if our church is to become the exciting, active, and possibly notorious community we described at our
Vision Party in June.
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PARAMINISTERS
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Rose Gabe
Rose Gabe, Scott Mansfield, Dorothy Hershner, Audrey Hauter, Jan
Federer

Mission or Focus of Group:
To assist in ministry of the church by checking with local hospitals regarding admissions, and other needs of
congregation.
Activities of Note:
Send cards and/or make phone or home calls to members who are homebound, have illness, or suffering
from bereavement.
Continuing Needs:
We welcome additional members to the committee.
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RELIGIOUS ED COMMITTEE
Chair

Deborah Maynard

2017/2018 Active
Members

Deborah Maynard, Megan Jones, Amy Bostwick, Jude Johnson,
Jennifer Brady, Danny Booth, Lance Maynard

Mission or Focus of Group: Religious Education. During this time the focus has been on birth to age 18.
Activities of Note:
 Orientation breakfast to begin the RE year.
 Re-vitalized the nursery with a thorough cleaning, removal of wallpaper, fresh paint, and new flooring.
 Cleaned carpets in the RE classerooms.
 Middle School class repainted their classroom.
 Seating was replaced in the Senior High and Middle School classrooms.
 Held the Annual Halloween Costume Contest. Gift bags were given to all children and prizes to best
costumes.
 A discussion of Ruby Bridges was held in RE in conjunction with the October Teach-In on White
Supremacy.
 RE led a Readers Theater performance for the congregation for the December Holiday Pageant.
 RE Council has recommended the rooms be named to make it easier to locate specific areas.
 Trivia fund-raiser was a success! Over $300 was raised for the next COA trip. It was a great evening
with both people from Peoples and people from outside of the church who came to participate!
 The Senior High Class held a Poetry Slam as the culmination of their curriculum for the year. It was very
successful and a good time was held by all who attended.
 OWL for K-1, 2-3, and 4-6 was held this RE year. Five children in K-1, five children in 2-3, and five
children in 4-6 completed the course.
 Held an Easter Egg hunt. Over 250 eggs were taken, filled, and returned by the congregation. With
Easter being so early there were not many great hiding places around the outside of the building.
Regardless the kids had a good time finding eggs and the treats they contained.
 The theme of “Theater and Puppetry” has been established for the summer camp program in July.
 A recognition of RE was held this morning. We recognized the OWL graduates and teachers.
 Children have been involved in Multi-Generational Worship Services throughout the year.
Continuing Needs:
 We are always looking for people to help with RE. The education of the children is one of the most
important tasks of the church. We need people who are committed to helping provide the children a
well-rounded religious education.
 The classrooms need to be modernized.
 Smart TV’s would aid with the curriculum.
 The flooring in the classrooms needs to be replaced. It is important to have the facilities looking nice for
visitors and members.
 Some of the classrooms need painting.
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SOCIAL JUSTICE
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Marcia Swift
Bev Philpott, Clarice Krippner, Jan Federer, Kathy Juba, Rose Gabe,
Paulette Montague, Sharon Stakes

Mission or Focus of Group: To assist the PCUU congregation in identifying, coordinating, and organizing
social justice actions in keeping with the priorities set by the members.
Activities of Note:
During the last half of 2017 the SJC continued to focus on actions pertaining to mental health, which was
the chosen social justice issue for the year. During the year forums were held with the Abbe Center,
NAMI, Tanager Place, and Foundation II, which were the recipients of The First Sunday Plate Collections.
Elected officials were contacted in regard to supporting the Affordable Care Act.
For 2018 the congregation approved a year long study of white privilege white supremacy and racism.
We have read and held discussions on two books Waking Up White and Finding Myself In The Story of
Race and Tears We Cannot Stop: A Sermon To White America. A field trip was taken to the African
American Museum of Iowa. The first two quarters Sunday Plate Collections went to the Eastern Iowa
Center for Worker Rights and the ACLU. The last two quarter recipients will be The Sentencing Project
and the African American Museum of Iowa. We plan to participate in the Juneteenth Celebration with a
PCUU table on June 16. The SJC will participate in a subcommittee with other church groups to plan for
participation in the CRPrideFest on July 7.
Continuing Needs:
More volunteers are needed to serve on the SJC and to participate in the Juneteenth and CRPrideFest
celebrations.
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STEWARDSHIP
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Bob Butikofer, Bryan Davis
Charlie Cizio , Sue Davis, Ann Gruber, Rev. Rebecca Hinds, Judy
Price

Mission or Focus of Group:
The focus of the “Renew Our Mission 2018” Stewardship Group is promoting generosity within the
congregation and conducting the pledge drive for the annual operating budget.
Activities of Note:
The committee continued to refine and update our dual-option pledging process, which has been well
received by the congregation. Through the generosity of friends and members of Peoples Church, pledging
has increased each of the past two years, reaching $150,000 for fiscal 2018 and resulting in a cumulative
increase of 16.5% for the pledge drive over the two year period.
Continuing Needs:
One of our continuing challenges is motivating all members and friends of Peoples Church to respond to
our attempts to contact them. We’d strongly encourage these individuals to please respond by pledging in
person, by pledging on line, or simply by returning our calls. Beyond that, if we, as a congregation, can
now increase pledging for 2019 by just 7% over pledging for the current year we will achieve the first fully
balanced budget in several years and completely eliminate directing a portion of our Unrestricted Reserve
funds to balancing the annual operating budget.
Other Comments:
The Stewardship Committee would sincerely like to thank the stewards, the testimonial providers, our
church staff, and all who have generously contributed, both through financial and/or time commitments, to
the successes of our recent pledge campaigns. The financial progress we have been making is truly
heartening and one of several very positive developmental mileposts for our congregation!
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VAN VECHTEN GUILD
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Ann Woodward
25

Mission or Focus of Group: The focus of the Van Vechten Guild is to provide support to the church,
church members, and the greater community. The Guild is a pledging unit to the church and makes other
contributions as needed.
Activities:
Within the last year the Guild hosted speakers on various topics including: Rev. Rosalie Rimrodt on
Transylvania Travels, Sonya Kendrick on Feed Iowa First, and Gina Ballastraise-Ernster on Downsizing. The
Guild also enjoyed question and answer sessions from Rev. Rebecca, and the Peoples Church Esthetic
Committee. Members will be making a road trip in May to the Indian Creek Nature Center. Members also
had opportunities to share favorite poems, music, and holiday memories. In addition to regular meeting
activities, the Guild managed a successful pecan sale over the holidays and assisted in many Memorial
services.
Contributions were made to hurricane ravished Puerto Rico, and the CR School meals program. Mittens
were collected for children in need as well.
The Guild recommended Peoples Church name the downstairs kitchen the “Lillian (Toni) McGraw Kitchen”
which has since been approved. In the next months the Guild will provide assistance as needed for
purchase of a dishwasher for that kitchen.
Continuing Needs:
A meeting place at Peoples Church for monthly meetings and advertisement of meeting dates in the
church weekly and monthly newsletters.
Other Comments:
The Guild invites anyone to attend meetings which are held on the 2 nd Monday of every month, at noon,
except for January, July and August. Members bring their own lunch and dessert is provided. Friends and
non-members of the church are also welcome. Dues are $10.00 and a portion of the dues are contributed
to a non-profit group or agency in need.
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WORSHIP ASSOCIATES
Chair
2017/2018 Active
Members

Scott Mansfield
Bryan Davis, Amy Bostwick, Jude Johnson, Kathleen Mavity, Maria
Kell, Deb Maynard, Lance Maynard, Marion Patterson, Paulette
Montague, Cate Sheller

Mission or Focus of Group: To assist the minister in providing world class worship services.
Activities:
In June, we had a retreat where we decided what the topic for each month would be We met on a
monthly basis. We spent the first part of each meeting brainstorming the topic for the upcoming month,
giving the minister ideas on sermon topics We also assigned Worship Associates for each Sunday. And
we volunteered to lead lay services, which happen around once a month, and all of the July services.
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